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VIRTUALIZED EDIT SETS

Be productive wherever you go
Do you remember when an editor or a director would need to 
be locked into a post production suite for days at a time? Post 
production teams now need to be flexible, often switching 
between multiple projects and locations. 

This is why we developed remote edit sets that could be placed 
on location. Now we are ready to take the next step, enabling 
editors to be productive anytime, anywhere, to the highest qual-
ity standards under the most competitive budgets. Welcome to 
Virtualized Edit Sets.

High-end editing, also at home
Our vision is centralizing the editing tools to make editing 
much more efficient, and give post production teams flexibility 
in where and when they edit. As the pioneers of secure cloud-
based workflows, we have over a decade of R&D and experience 
building cloud-based post production services, utilizing almost 
infinite bandwidth to eliminate compression or delay. With the 
line blurring between editors and directors on many projects, 
more team members want access to the edit sets at different 
stages in the production process and can rely on cloud-based 
services to work more efficiently.

Virtualized Edit Sets
Welcome to a new level of flexibility and freedom, Virtualized Edit 
Sets. How does it work? You can now log in to your edit set from 
one of our edit sets, or from your own laptop and hardware (thin 
client). Just as if you were sitting in an editing suite, you access 
Adobe Premiere or Avid Media Composer, with all the plugins, 
and functionality you need in a virtualized environment. For the 
editor there is no difference in the experience. All you need is 
to log in via a VPN connection, and you can work across multiple 
projects and use multiple platforms, wherever you are, using the 
processing power in our data centers. The only tasks you need 
a specialized edit suite for are high-end finishing for audio and 
colour grading.

We have two post production editing setups based on how much 
processing power and RAM memory you need on your project:

Low-end: used for creating timelines and storytelling. Designed 
for your normal daily editing work

High-end: used for the most demanding multi layer graphical 
enriched editing timelines

You can seamlessly switch between high- and low-end configu-
rations using your profile credentials. 

For the locations where we have high bandwidth connectivity we 
also provide a visual display.

NEP post production modular 
services:
• NEP edit sets on location (with or without technical support)

• Technical support (for edit sets owned by the client)

• Virtualized edit sets (high- and low-end configurations)

• NEP edit suites
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Centralized Post Production Workflow

NEP Centralized Post Production includes the expertise, 24/7 
support, and of course the equipment you need for every type of 
production, from the studio to any location.

Optional Automated Ingest workflow
The post production workflow can run on NEP’s proprietary 
workflow software to regulate ingest, editing, and the con-
tent and storage management process in a safe, user-friendly 
environment. Different modules allow users to administer and 
configure the entire workflow with minimal technical expertise.

MCR 
Europe’s gateway for content is our MCR. This MCR is designed 
and equipped specifically for live events and studio shows, with 
the connectivity to reach almost every screen on the planet. Part 
of the NEP Centralized Production platform, we receive video 
and audio contribution feeds from event locations and studios 
across the world, and perform the MCR, post production, remote 
commentary, playout and other on-demand functions before 
distributing.

Working with flexibility and speed, wherever 
you decide
NEP is a world leading broadcast technology company support-
ing the largest productions in sports and entertainment. Our 
post production facilities, automated cloud-based workflows, 
content management solutions and distribution are all support-
ed by a dedicated team of 24/7 experts. Our centralized capa-
bility is built and deployed via our connectivity infrastructure 
and data centers, which act as hubs across the world. Our local 
teams and facilities provide the services our clients request 
anywhere, anytime.

What our clients value most
 ŭ Edit anywhere, anytime

 ŭ Secure cloud based workflow

 ŭ Total post production solution
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Learn more about 
Virtualized Edit Sets
Contact us at:
info@nepgroup.com


